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Abstract

General circulation model computations using a fully coupled ocean–atmosphere model indicate that increasing cloud reflectivity by seeding maritime boundary layer clouds with particles made from seawater may compensate for some of the effects on climate of increasing greenhouse gas concentrations. The chosen seeding strategy (one of many possible scenarios) can restore global averages of temperature, precipitation and sea ice to present day values, but not simultaneously. The response varies nonlinearly with the extent of seeding, and geoengineering generates local changes to important climatic features. The global tradeoffs of restoring ice cover, and cooling the planet, must be assessed alongside the local changes to climate features.
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1. Introduction

There is increasing concern today that the emissions of radiatively important greenhouse gases (GHGs) are changing our climate [1], and that the formidable energy system transformation needed to avoid the risk of dangerous climate change is proceeding very slowly. A variety of ideas have been proposed to compensate for the effects of increasing greenhouse gases on our planet under the theme of ‘geoengineering’ or ‘climate intervention’. One class of these ideas is based upon methods designed to slightly reduce the amount of sunlight reaching the Earth’s surface, thereby cooling the planet to compensate for the warming from increased concentration of GHGs. The increase in planetary albedo will not compensate for all the consequences of increasing GHGs (e.g. ocean acidification), so geoengineering can thus be viewed as a means to provide some additional time while society finds the means to stabilize CO\(_2\) concentrations through other mitigation activities [2].

Latham [3, 4] suggested that the planetary albedo might be increased by changing the albedo of maritime boundary layer clouds by seeding them with aerosol produced from seawater. The aerosol particles would have a size designed to make them very efficient cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). These CCN are activated on entry to clouds, thereby increasing the cloud drop number concentration (henceforth CDNC), with a corresponding reduction in mean droplet size, thus increasing the albedo [6] and possibly the longevity and areal extent [7] of the clouds.

Studies cited here, and in [4], indicate that increasing the reflectivity of clouds is in principle capable of producing short-wave negative forcing of up to about \(-4\) W m\(^{-2}\), a value roughly adequate to balance the positive forcing associated with a doubling of present atmospheric CO\(_2\) concentrations. There are a number of technological [5] and scientific questions [4] that have to be resolved before it is clear whether significant negative forcing is achievable. Recent independent field studies involving satellite measurements [8–10] and instrumented aircraft [11] suggest that increasing CDNC in boundary layer maritime clouds produces an increase of cloud albedo reasonably consistent with our computations. While it is implicitly assumed in our model that adding CCN to the clouds will always brighten them according to the Twomey equation, the changes predicted in albedo and
lifetime may be modified by other processes that counteract the influence of increases to CCN [12–19]. These numerical simulations of marine stratocumulus and trade wind cumulus clouds revealed some situations where nonlinear dynamical responses to increasing CCN actually decreased cloud liquid water content and either decreased or did not change the albedo. It is clearly critical to our geoengineering strategy that these nonlinear interactions be understood, quantified, and verified and their relative importance compared to the Twomey effect be assessed. A better understanding of cloud microphysics and dynamics is required before we will know under what circumstances increasing the CCN number will indeed increase the planetary albedo. This understanding will be achieved eventually through a combination of fieldwork and improvements to our theoretical understanding and modelling of clouds.

In spite of these uncertainties, it is of interest to explore the response of the climate system to deliberate changes in the CDNC. The climate system is expected to cool locally, and this will induce changes in circulation features, and through feedbacks, in many other components of the climate system. Our earlier general circulation model (GCM) computations characterized the forcing associated with changing the clouds using models with fixed sea surface temperatures that strongly constrained responses in the climate system. Fully coupled ocean–atmosphere models are required to explore responses in sea ice extent and thickness, and in ocean circulation, and also in circulation features where feedbacks are important. To our knowledge, only one other study [20] has explored the climate response to cloud seeding geoengineering in a fully coupled model. It used a different seeding strategy and scenarios producing much weaker forcings that are insufficient to compensate for the warming associated with a doubling of CO$_2$, focusing primarily on the precipitation response. The focus here is principally on the influence that much stronger forcings produce on sea ice extent, although we also discuss other circulation features and precipitation. The geoengineering forcing, which is primarily local to areas where seeding takes place (midlatitudes and equatorial regions), can also produce a strong mitigation of Arctic warming through non-local effects (see also [21–23]).

2. Model description

We use a modified version of the Community Climate System Model (CCSM, [24] that includes a prognostic cloud water parameterization [25, 26] predicting condensate mass and number for ice and liquid species, and revisions to the convection scheme [27, 28]). The atmospheric model uses a finite volume numerical technique and is run at 1.9° × 2.5° horizontal resolution with 26 layers extending from the surface to 35 km. We chose this version over standard releases in order to allow a more reasonable and internally consistent characterization of `aerosol indirect effects’ (that is, how the cloud microphysical, precipitation and radiative properties change with changes in cloud drop number due to the geoengineering) than the standard CCSM3 configuration. The ocean model is quite similar to CCSM3 [24], except:

1. the shear dependent (Smagorinsky) horizontal viscosity terms have been eliminated, leading to improvements in, e.g. reduced sea ice cover in the Labrador and Bering Seas, and stronger tropical instability wave activity, both in better agreement with observations [29]; and
2. the near-surface eddy flux parameterization has been modified by eliminating the tapering of the mixing coefficients near the surface [30], removing a spurious near-surface eddy-induced circulation and improving heat transport. This version of the CCSM uses the CICE model as described in [33].

The control climate is quite similar to that described in the citations of the previous paragraph. The model has quite a strong El Niño/Southern oscillation (ENSO) signature, with signals much as described in [28]. It has a lower sensitivity in sea ice response to climate change than CCSM3, which was among the more sensitive of the IPCC AR4 models to anthropogenic forcing, and among the more realistic of all the IPCC models in simulating the recent changes in sea ice extent, as indicated in [31]. The experimental model has a smaller sea ice response to CO$_2$ warming than CCSM3—more like the 50% of the models in IPCC AR4 that do not reach ice free summer conditions after CO$_2$ concentrations double [32]. This version of the coupled model is very new, with much less analysis and tuning employed than the production versions of CCSM, but the model climate is quite reasonable, and we believe the signals revealed in this study will be robust across model versions. To highlight these signals we have chosen a somewhat easier path than used with models trying to reproduce historical changes in climate through anthropogenic forcings by changes in aerosol emissions, greenhouse gases, and land use over the anthropocene era. Instead, we explore the model response to forcing changes by comparing simulations begun from a set of initial conditions nearly at equilibrium for a fixed (present day) CO$_2$ concentration (defined to be 355 ppmv) but run with forcing changes from doubling concentrations (to 710 ppmv) compared to our control, in combination with various amounts of cloud seeding using a strategy discussed below. We have analysed at least two independent realizations of each model configuration to confirm that the features that we discuss below are robust, and compare the cases by averaging fields between years 81 and 100 of each simulation. The changed forcing operates over a sufficiently long period (80 years) that significant changes have occurred to mean fields, and averaging over a 20 year time period reduces much of the variability associated with higher frequency natural events such as ENSO.

Our CONTROL simulation is run from the spun up initial conditions for 100 years, with the cloud drop number freely calculated using the algorithms described in the references above. Case $2 \times CO_2$ doubles the CO$_2$ mixing ratio. The geoengineering cases also assume a $2 \times CO_2$ gas concentration and perfect control of the CDNC for all clouds within a prescribed fraction of the open ocean and pressures between 850 and 1000 hPa (CDNC is set at 1000 cm$^{-3}$ for all seeding simulations).

We use a seeding strategy defined in [4]. The susceptibility to cloud seeding is first determined for each ocean grid point for each month by comparing two 20 year model runs driven
with prescribed, time varying ocean surface temperatures. The susceptibility for each ocean location is defined by how strongly the seeding at that location increases the amplitude of the short-wave cloud forcing (SWCF) at that location. The 'seeding mask' is defined as the model locations ranked most susceptible to a change in CDNC up to a fixed areal extent of the open ocean. For a given seeding scenario, identified by the total areal extent, the seeding mask varies monthly, but the extent is constant in time, and the seeded areas repeat annually. Coupled runs use the mask to define the regions to seed. We label our four geoengineering cases 20PCT, 30PCT, 40PCT, and 70PCT by the areal extent of the ocean surface that was seeded (20, 30, 40, and 70% respectively). Much of the higher latitude seeded areas occur in the summer hemisphere when the seeding mask is small, but with larger seeded extents many locations are seeded most of the year (see supplementary material (available at stacks.iop.org/ERL/4/045112/mmedia)). Other seeding strategies are possible (see, e.g. [20] and the discussion below), and different seeding strategies are likely to produce different model responses.

All model experiments use prescribed, seasonally varying distributions of sulfate, black and organic carbon and dust that do not change with case, so we do not account for changing emissions of anthropogenic aerosols and precursors on the climate. We have also ignored the direct aerosol forcing associated with the emission of the geoengineered particles. Our simulations thus attempt to compensate for the $2 \times CO_2$ forcing only with the geoengineered aerosol acting on clouds that are influenced by present day aerosol concentrations.

3. Computational results

While geoengineering has consequences to many components of the climate system, for brevity we restrict the discussion to the consequences of the seeding on polar ice cover (northern and southern), surface temperature and precipitation rate. Figures 1–3 display the response of the model system to combinations of doubled CO$_2$ forcing and geoengineering compared to present day (i.e. control) for cases $2 \times CO_2$, 20PCT and 70PCT.

3.1. Global surface temperature ($T_s$)

Figure 1(a) displays the high latitude amplification of warming seen in most IPCC models from a doubling of CO$_2$. The globally averaged $T_s$ is 1.8 K warmer than the control at this point in the simulation (the model would continue to warm for thousands of years if the simulations were extended). Cloud seeding produces significant cooling: case 20PCT (figure 1(b)) reduces the warming to 0.8 K, more than halving the temperature rise associated with the GHG forcing. Case 70PCT (figure 1(c)) overcools the planet. It is 0.4 K cooler than the control and 2.2 K cooler than the $2 \times CO_2$ model run at this point in the simulation. Both seeding schemes generate pronounced cooling along the central and eastern Pacific in regions where the seeding strategy operates full time, and where the surface temperature would be cooler than present day. The cooler waters follow primary ocean circulation features and suggest that attention must also be paid to the impact of geoengineering on the ocean. The cloud seeding increases the amplitude of the globally averaged SWCF by about $-2.5$ W m$^{-2}$ and $-3.9$ W m$^{-2}$ for the 20PCT and 70PCT cases respectively.

3.2. Polar sea ice cover

Our model shows (figure 2) a substantial decrease in minimum sea ice extent associated with the increased CO$_2$ forcing (by 20% compared to the control in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) during September and 36% in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) during March over years 81–100). Case 40PCT changes the sea ice areal extent so that it is 9% smaller than the control in the NH and 8% smaller in the SH. The higher seeding level (Case 70PCT) has actually returned the minimal sea ice coverage to within 2% of its present day level in the NH and overcompensated for sea ice reductions produced by CO$_2$-doubling in the SH, where the ice occupies a larger areal extent (+20%) compared to the present day. Seeding is more effective in the southern hemisphere because those clouds are more susceptible to brightening [4]. It is very important to note, however, that the sea ice distributions for each of the geoengineering simulations differ in spatial distributions from the control, even though the geoengineering has strongly influenced the total sea ice extent.

3.3. Global precipitation rate ($p$)

Figure 3 shows the change in annually averaged precipitation rate for the three seeding scenarios. This particular geoengineering strategy results in reductions in precipitation along the equator between the eastern Pacific and the maritime subcontinent. This change is consistent with the precipitation reduction resulting from increasing aerosols reported in [34]. There is an enhancement in precipitation for all cases in the South Pacific convergence zone (SPCZ). We note that [20] showed a strong decrease in annual precipitation over north-eastern South America. Our results do not show a similar signature. In fact the precipitation increases by 0–1 mm day$^{-1}$ in this region, which has an annually averaged precipitation rate of 2–6 mm day$^{-1}$, highlighting the uncertainties in predicting regional climate features, or the sensitivity of the conclusions to particular seeding strategies.

3.4. Compensation for changes caused by CO$_2$-doubling

Figure 4 shows changes in globally averaged surface temperature, precipitation rate and polar ice cover resulting from seeding in the presence of a $2 \times CO_2$ forcing compared to the present day climate. The figure normalizes the difference between a geoengineering experiment and the control run by the difference between cases $2 \times CO_2$ and control to portray the impact as the fraction of the change introduced by the greenhouse gas forcing (when the geoengineering strategy is completely ineffective the measure will be ‘1’; if it operates to return the mean climate to present day values it will be ‘0’). The precipitation responds most strongly to the geoengineering using this seeding strategy, of the fields examined here, and NH sea ice responds least strongly to the geoengineering. An approximately 20% seeding mask
is required to restore the annual precipitation to its current condition. A much larger areal extent must be seeded to maintain polar sea ice (more than 60% for NH and 40% for SH) at its present state. The surface temperature response is intermediate to the other fields. Our seeding strategy is unable to compensate uniformly for the effect of CO₂ doubling in terms of correcting surface temperature, precipitation, and sea ice coverage simultaneously.

4. Discussion

Our computations suggest that this geoengineering method could help in compensating for some consequences of global warming (presuming that the outstanding technological and scientific issues outlined earlier, and discussed more fully in [4], are satisfactorily resolved and provide consistent support for the results presented here) by stabilizing the Earth’s average temperature and polar ice coverage for some considerable time.

Our study highlights the difficulty in compensating uniformly for all the changes resulting from increasing greenhouse gas concentrations. Returning the planet to approximately the present day global average surface temperature using this geoengineering method, and this particular seeding strategy, would not result in a simultaneous return to present day global average precipitation, or sea ice.
extent in our model—or potentially for other fields important to climate and society. In addition, of course, maintaining the globally averaged value of a field-fixed value does not prevent the occurrence of significant local departures. (e.g. the precipitation departures seen above).

Other seeding strategies are possible that may produce other responses. Jones et al [20] used a related, but different strategy for seeding boundary layer clouds and reported significantly different results from those presented here, particularly with respect to changes in precipitation amounts and geographical distribution. That study seeded areal extents ranging between 1 and 4% of the ocean surface whereas ours ranged between 20 and 70%. Additionally, in our geoengineering simulations the concentration of CO$_2$ was doubled and a solution in equilibrium was sought, whereas in their study a transient solution was presented since the CO$_2$ concentration followed the A1B scenario from [36]. They found a very strong response to their seeding strategy in Amazon precipitation and our study showed almost no sensitivity in that region (indeed the change in precipitation there had the opposite sign and was much weaker). The differences highlight the need for a more systematic exploration of seeding strategies, and an assessment of models to identify differences in forcing and response, and the reasons for those differences.

The final design of a geoengineering strategy should be dictated by cost, and consequence (physical and societal) to the planet. It is therefore of crucial importance to examine, as rigorously and comprehensively as possible, all the possible ramifications of the possible adoption of the technique.
Some useful flexibility exists which might prove helpful in reducing adverse changes from existing patterns to acceptable levels. As this study demonstrates, it is not necessary to seed all suitable clouds in order to have a very significant impact in compensating for impacts from CO$_2$ forcing. Assuming sufficient understanding, it is feasible, in principle, to modify the selection of regions, time of year, and amount of seeding to change the geographical and temporal distribution of negative forcing. In some circumstances, it may also prove possible to obtain beneficial results from much more limited-area seeding e.g. it may help with coral reef preservation, hurricane emasculation or restoration or maintenance of polar ice cover. It may also prove desirable to deploy it in conjunction with other techniques, such as stratospheric aerosol geoengineering [35]. One might envisage the latter as contributing the primary global cooling and the former providing localized, and hopefully quantitatively controlled, cooling to optimize or rectify the conditions obtaining in small and important regions. This idea requires much more examination.

The computations presented in this paper are principally focused on trying to establish the extent to which our cloud albedo enhancement scheme could compensate for the effects of doubling the atmospheric CO$_2$ concentration from present day values. It may take several decades to achieve this 2 × CO$_2$ situation. Prior to that point, the amount of seeding required...
for global temperature stabilization would be less, and one element of our seeding strategy would be to optimize the geoengineering to balance the GHG forcing. In the early part of this period it seems likely that the much reduced level of geoengineering to balance the GHG forcing. In the early part of this period it seems likely that the much reduced level of seeding—compared with that at $2 \times CO_2$—would yield smaller departures from existing global distributions.

For more comprehensive studies of the issues examined herein; (2) study the effects of seeding on the values and distributions of other fields; (3) examine the sensitivity of our results to changing seeding strategies, as discussed earlier; (4) make particularly detailed studies of the ramifications (especially adverse ones) of the possible adoption of this geoengineering strategy. In parallel with these endeavours we will engage in LES modelling studies of marine stratocumulus clouds, in an effort to derive further understanding of the conditions under which they will and will not experience significant albedo increase when seeded with seawater CCN. At the same time, we will conduct studies of CCN concentration/cloud droplet number/cloud albedo relationships, based on examination of data from the recent international VOCALS experiment: and commence planning and preparation for a limited-area field experiment in which we will seek to determine the extent to which cloud-albedo-enhancement of natural marine boundary layer clouds can result from seeding with seawater aerosol.
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